Senator Charles Schumer, Do you trust this guy?

The Jewish Senator from New York, Charles Schumer, is one of this society’s bad guys. He has two causes which he supports passionately, both of them counter to American interests and destructive of American values - namely unlimited support for Israel and gun control. It looks, though, like he might have some other, more hidden interests. Reuters reports that “California’s attorney general is reviewing a request by former employees of IndyMac Bancorp Inc to investigate whether a New York senator triggered the bank’s collapse by releasing confidential information. At issue is a much-publicized letter that Chuck Schumer, a Democrat, sent in June to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp (FDIC) and Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS) questioning the company’s ability to survive.”

In the midst of the subprime crisis and following the near bankruptcy spiral of Countrywide Mortgage, it would be very easy to cause a panic or “run” on a bank. Even a healthy bank can be driven out of business if rumors spread that it isn’t solvent and everyone with money at that bank withdraws everything. The Jimmy Stewart movie “It’s a Wonderful Life” has Stewart explaining how everyone’s money is tied up in home and small business loans all within the community. Anyone familiar with the business “ethics” of Jews will know that they are entirely capable of spreading rumors about a competing Gentile business or bank to drive it out of business. It would be most interesting to know if IndyMac were a Gentile bank and if old Chuckie Schumer deliberately leaked bad news and why.

Reuters goes on: “The FDIC took control of IndyMac on July 11 after depositors withdrew more than $1.3 billion over 11 days. It was the third-largest bank failure in U.S. history. At the time, OTS Director John Reich blamed Schumer’s letter for causing the run on the bank. In a letter to Attorney General Jerry Brown last week, 51 former IndyMac workers wrote: ‘From the day (Schumer’s) letter was made public on June 26 until the closure of the bank, a run on the bank took place and the failure became inevitable.’”

It is not clear what personal or political benefit Schumer would have gotten from this act, but a thorough investigation would seem certain to turn up something. Throughout history, Jews have manipulated financial markets and information to their own profit and to the detriment of their Gentile host populations. For Schumer to do something like this, knowing full well what the consequences might be, would be the height of irresponsibility, that is unless it wasn’t irresponsible at all, but conspiratorial and completely deliberate.
Beijing (AsiaNews/Agencies) - For "reasons of safety", bars are forbidden to serve "blacks" and Mongolians or place tables in the street. Street musicians are being banned, and so is buying medicines containing "stimulants" without a prescription. Prohibitions are on the rise for the Olympic capital, while the first leaks reveal a grandiose fireworks display for the inauguration.

Bar owners around the Workers' Stadium in downtown Beijing say that public security officials are telling them not to let in "blacks" and Mongolians, and many of them have even had to sign a pledge. The official reason is the fight against drugs and prostitution, dominated in the past by Mongolians and persons of colour. Moreover, public places must close by 2 a.m., for security reasons, and the bar owners are being asked to remind their clients that they must always have an identification document with them. There is even doubt over whether the bars within a radius of two kilometres from the Olympic buildings will be able operate, or whether they will have to shut down for the entire period. In some areas, tables are not permitted outside, because "the presence of too many foreigners gathered outside could create problems". There is also an attempt to shut down outdoor musical concerts, to prevent disorder.

Jazz musician David Mitchell says that it is increasingly difficult for his band to find places to play in Beijing "Everything is aimed at creating stability, but they don't understand that is precisely the unfounded prejudice that foreigners have of Chinese society - that it is a highly controlled and not a very cultural place. It seems completely self-defeating".

To guarantee a "clean" Olympics, a doctor's prescription is now required for 1,993 commonly used medicines, or the package must show a warning that the product contains substances believed to be stimulating and not permitted for the athletes. One must go to a hospital to get a prescription, but many of the hospitals ask for as much as 100 yuan for each prescription, causing problems for the elderly and the poor most of all.

Meanwhile, as of July 20 a new regulation will go into effect prohibiting everyday circulation for millions of vehicles, but the three new underground lines are not yet working, and Zhou Zhengyu, deputy director of the Beijing Municipal Committee of Communications, is unable to say when they will be opened.

But the inauguration on August 8 will be very well prepared. The programme is "secret", but it is hard to hide a fireworks display, and those who live near the Bird's Nest stadium and have seen the trial runs say they are impressed. The director Zhang Yimou has been preparing the show for three years with artists from all over the world: there was a general rehearsal on July 10, with hundreds of police standing guard to guarantee secrecy.
Shakespeare’s First Theater Discovered

The White race does have a past, despite the cultural abyss we see before us now—a magnificent and glorious past. Sometimes it is good to leave the world of today, infested as it is with crime and drugs and Political Correctness and Barack Obama, and return for a brief look at what we once were—and may become again. A Breitbart article reports: “The remains of a London theatre where William Shakespeare’s early plays including Romeo And Juliet were first performed have been discovered by archaeologists, a museum said Wednesday…Shakespeare appeared at The Theatre in Shoreditch, east London, as an actor with a troupe called The Lord Chamberlain’s Men, which also performed his efforts as a playwright there. Richard III, A Midsummer Night’s Dream and The Merchant Of Venice are among the other plays which are likely to have premiered at the theatre, according to the Museum of London, whose team made the discovery.”

There were certain similarities between Shakespeare’s day and ours, including moonlight flits when the landlord started giving one grief. The article notes “After a tenancy dispute in 1599, the owners of The Theatre dismantled it during the night and its timbers were used to construct the Globe Theatre, by the River Thames, which became the home of Shakespeare’s plays. But now Museum of London archaeologists have rediscovered the original footings or groundwork of the octagonal Shoreditch venue — ironically on a site being prepared for the construction of a new theatre.”

Down through the years, Political Correctness of various kinds has attempted to disparage William Shakespeare and demean his reputation and his influence, largely because his work is considered quite reactionary in these times, such as Henry the Fifth’s famous “Band of Brothers” speech before the battle of Aginsourt. One of the many slanders, they’ve tossed out, is the claim that Shakespeare was a homosexual. Before the presence of Jews in White society, homosexuality was virtually unknown. In parts of northern Europe, the rare occasional homosexual was routinely strangled and tossed into a bog. William Shakespeare was a brilliant writer and his play “The Merchant of Venice” is a memorable portrayal of the evil Jewish money lender, demanding a pound of flesh in payment. (Modern day Jewish money lenders hide behind corporate logos as they entrap people in debt with credit cards in predatory lending to naive 18 year olds which should be outlawed.) The works of Shakespeare have survived for hundreds of years. The forgettable, talentless works of modern day Jewish writers will one day be collected together and tossed onto a gigantic compost heap. Once the Jewish control of the media and Hollywood is broken, brilliant writers of European descent will once again grace society with writing which will endure for centuries.

America majority Black by 2022?

An article reports “Whites in the United States will no longer be a majority of the population by 2042, nearly a decade earlier than previous projections, according to US Census Bureau figures released Thursday. While 65 percent of the US population is projected to be white in 2010, those numbers will start to decline around the 2030s as white deaths outpace births, according to the figures. The figures show that in 2042, whites will be outnumbered by Americans who call themselves Hispanic, black, Asian, American Indian, Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander. Previous projections said this would happen by 2050.”

Given the complete failure by the two-party system to take border control seriously or to deport millions of illegal immigrants, there’s an excellent chance America will have a non-White majority twenty years earlier than that estimate, which would be in the year
They will keep demanding and will not stop until they win

How many of us remember an America where it was just assumed that everyone was a Christian of one sort or another? You had your Methodist church, your Episcopalian church, your shoutin’ Baptists, your colored church, a Catholic church and that was pretty much it. This was in the days before the Jews decided we all needed a dose of diversity and the world went insane.

A recent news article reports “Union workers and officials at a Tyson Foods plant in Tennessee said Friday they have agreed to reinstate Labor Day as a paid holiday, and the plant will also observe the Muslim holiday Eid al-Fitr this year… Tyson had previously agreed to drop Labor Day and substitute the Muslim holiday as part of a new 5-year contract to accommodate Muslim workers at the plant in Shelbyville, which is about 50 miles south of Nashville… The decision sparked widespread criticism, from local politicians to talk radio to the Internet The Springdale, Ark.-based company said it requested reinstating Labor Day after complaints from plant workers and the public.”

The Muslim workers have half won in this demand, but that will not be the end of it. They will make more demands knowing that most Christians are an easy touch and will give in when put under pressure. What will be their next demand, “Independence Day”?

Mixed race children have almost no chance finding bone marrow or organ donors.

Luke Do was a lively 18-month-old awaiting the birth of his first sibling when he was diagnosed with a rare form of leukemia. The hopes of his parents, both doctors in San Jose, Calif., immediately turned to a bone marrow transplant, but they soon learned some distressing news — Luke’s ethnic heritage made him a tough match. Sarah Gaskins, Luke’s mother, has Japanese and European ancestors and his father, Lam Do, is Vietnamese-American. Because bone marrow matches usually are made with a relative or someone with the same racial or ethnic background as the patient, multiracial people rarely have success. “It’s tragic,” said Lam Do, who specializes in internal medicine. “Your chance of finding a donor is so low, it’s like winning the lottery. And most people are unaware of this.”

Today, whites in need of a bone marrow transplant have about a 90% chance of finding a match, said Dr. Patrick Beatty, an oncologist with the Montana Cancer Specialists in Missoula, Mont., who researches ancestry and bone marrow. For those who aren’t white, “your chances of getting a match are pretty remote,” he said. The biological reason has to do with the body’s response to infections, Beatty said. Because the world’s ancient peoples were exposed to different diseases over millennia, each group developed different tissue antigens, substances that help fight illness. The descendants of these peoples retain those highly varied tissue antigens, he said, making it tough to match the bone marrow of individuals from different ancestries.

Be True to your Race and keep America WHITE
Many States in Financial Trouble.

The finances of many states have deteriorated so badly that they appear to be in a recession, regardless of whether that's true for the nation as a whole, a survey of all 50 state fiscal directors concludes. The situation looks even worse for the fiscal year that begins July 1 in most states. "Whether or not the national economy is in recession — a subject of ongoing debate — is almost beside the point for some states," said the report to be released Friday by the National Conference of State Legislatures. The weakening economy is hitting tax revenue in a number of ways: People's discretionary income is being gobbled up by higher food and fuel costs, while the tanking housing market means people are spending less on furniture and appliances associated with buying a house.

The situation is grim in Delaware, with a $69 million gap this year, and bleak in California, with a projected $16 billion budget shortfall over the next two years, the report said. Florida does not expect a rapid turnaround in revenue because of the prolonged real estate slump there. By mid-April, 16 states and Puerto Rico were reporting shortfalls in their current budgets as the revenue those budgets were built on — typically, taxes — fell short of estimates. That's double the number of states reporting a deficit six months ago. The NCSL said the news is even worse for the upcoming fiscal year, with 23 states and Puerto Rico already reporting budget shortfalls totaling $26 billion. More than two-thirds of states said they are concerned about next year's budgets.

The results are consistent with a drumbeat of bad economic news for states that several budget groups have produced in the past few months. Last week, the Washington-based Center on Budget and Policy Priorities said 27 states are reporting projected budget shortfalls next year totaling at least $39 billion. President Bush said Tuesday that the economy was not in a recession but a period of slower growth. However, some economists have pointed to the string of declines in manufacturing orders to argue that the economy has fallen into a recession. Bolstering their position, the Commerce Department reported Thursday that sales of new homes plunged in March to the lowest level in 16 1/2 years. The government also reported that orders to factories for big-ticket goods fell for a third straight month in March, the longest string of declines since the 2001 recession. Some states "have declined so much that they appear to be in a recession," the NCSL report said. It also noted the silver lining for states where the economy is based on energy, such as North Dakota and Wyoming. Alaska is making so much money from oil that it announced an estimated surplus next year of $8 billion, almost twice the state's annual budget.

In North Dakota, revenue is above legislative predictions by 13 percent, and in Louisiana, the oil and gas sector is robust. "For energy-producing states, the fiscal situation is strong and the outlook is good," the report said. Among other findings: _More than half the 16 states reporting deficits this year have cut spending, including $1 billion by Florida lawmakers last year and across-the-board cuts in Nevada. At least eight states are debating raising taxes or fees, including a proposed $1-per-pack cigarette tax increase in Massachusetts to raise $175 million. _Twelve states, including Georgia, Idaho and Illinois, reported that personal income tax collections were failing to meet estimates, and in eight of these, collections were even below a reduced forecast. _Many states, including Alabama, Arizona, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Nevada and Wisconsin, plan to tap their rainy day funds, which contain money set aside for fiscal emergencies. Nevada may use its entire rainy day balance.

Donate today to the NSM
And help in the fight to
Free AMERICA
“He wouldn’t! Would he?”

Remember the famous ending scene in the movie Fail Safe, where Slim Pickens rides the atomic bomb down into a target in Russia yelling “Yee-Haw!” and waving his cowboy hat? Well, thanks to Dubya’s incompetent bungling or deliberate insults, we may be about to get a blast from the past, quite literally. The Daily Telegraph of London reports: “As Condoleezza Rice arrived in Georgia to finalise a peace deal and secure the withdrawal of Russian troops from the former Soviet state, Moscow issued the direct threat to another US ally. ‘Poland is making itself a target. This is 100 percent certain,’ Russia’s Interfax news agency quoted General Anatoly Nogovitsyn as saying. ‘It becomes a target for attack. Such targets are destroyed as a first priority,’” Poland recently joined NATO and is making noises about allowing the Americans to put nuclear missiles on their territory, right across from the Russian border and within ballistic spitting distance of St. Petersburg and Moscow.

The Telegraph goes on “[General Novogitsyn] added that Russia’s military doctrine sanctions the use of nuclear weapons against the allies of countries having nuclear weapons if they in some way help them. George W Bush, speaking in Washington accused Russian President Dmitry Medvedev of bullying his neighbours and said the tactics were working against Russia’s interests on the international stage… Following months of discontent over the planned siting of the US missile shield, Russia reacted furiously last night when Washington sweetened its package with an agreement to sell a Patriot defence battery to Warsaw.” JFK reacted with a naval blockade (just one step short of war) when the Russians tried sending missiles to Cuba right in America’s “backyard.” One wonders if Bush is sober now after having made a drunken fool of himself at the Beijing Olympics, staggering around sloshed in the stands, grabbing volleyball players and having to be physically supported by Secret Service agents so he wouldn’t fall down. It’s amazing Bush would accuse others of “bullying” if that ain’t the pot calling the kettle black!

The article continues “The US Secretary of State arrived in Tbilisi today to secure the withdrawal of Russian combat forces to ceasefire lines but Russian forces maintained a stranglehold on key strategic points from the west to the east of Georgia, though the military appeared to have begun a staged withdrawal from the flashpoint town of Gori. Miss Rice brought with her a draft French-brokered ceasefire that would require Russia to withdraw its combat troops from Georgia but would allow Russian peacekeepers to remain in the flash-point separatist region of South Ossetia and temporarily patrol outside the area.” In other words, the Russians won and they’re not handing Ossetia back to the Georgians, who are a completely insignificant ally to the US. There is no way Georgia is worth the bad relations with Russia that they (and Bush) have already caused.

The Jewish president of Georgia, Saakashvili, thought the U.S. had his back for some reason and tried to invade and conquer South Ossetia. In the process the Georgian military abused Russian civilians, a fact which the extremely ignorant Condoleezza Rice seemed not to know. The Big Bad Bear chomped down hard and smashed the Georgians, and all the neocon pundits are running around like chickens with their heads cut off because -under Putin- Russia has rebounded after throwing out the Jewish oligarchs who ruled ten years ago and no one can do anything about it. The embarrassment to the United States and Israel is very acute, especially Israel, since the Israelis trained and armed the Georgian army which just got its butt kicked. I don’t think Israeli military advisers will get much work in the future. In contrast Hezbollah in Lebanon, who knocked out 50+ Israeli tanks a couple years ago and stopped an Israeli offensive, apparently fight much better.

Bush is clearly trying to provoke a new “cold war” with a free and democratic Russia. For this alone, Bush should be impeached. The US should be making Russia our new best friend, but the Jews view Russia with suspicion, and they tell Bush what to do.

Let’s hope Bush isn’t dumb enough to attack Russia. Surely not… He isn’t, is he?

Is he?
The Great last push

It seems as though the Immigration Department may be having one last fling at enforcing immigration laws in this country before the new President, be it McAmnesty or Barack “Born-in-Kenya” Obama, throws open the borders and simply lets the Mexican stampede trample us and what remains of our economy.

A recent news articles reports that “Federal officials say nearly 600 suspected illegal immigrants were detained in a raid on a manufacturing plant in southern Mississippi, making it the largest such sweep in the country. A spokeswoman says more than 100 of those caught up in Monday’s raid on Howard Industries were released based on humanitarian concerns, mostly because they have children. Most of the rest were transferred to a federal Immigration and Customs Enforcement facility in Jena, La. Nine 17-year-olds were transferred to the custody of the Office of Refugee Resettlement.”

“Refugees” from what? Third World poverty? Even if some of these Third World illegals face repression at home, doesn’t every human being have a certain responsibility to try to fix their home country’s problems rather than run away from them (and invariably become a refugee in a rich White nation)? Would the US even exist today if George Washington and Thomas Jefferson fled to France instead of risking their lives by fighting a revolution? (We need to change refugee laws so that political refugees can only claim asylum in a nation with the same standard of living as their home country. That should eliminate 99 percent of the so-called “political” refugees overnight.) The Mississippi raid was one of a series of recent high-profile crackdowns on illegal immigrants. In May, officials swept into the Agri-processors kosher meatpacking plant in Iowa and detained 400 workers. That was the special kosher slaughterhouse owned by Orthodox Jews from New York, but of course that little aspect of the matter has now vanished down the Memory Hole.

After November 2008, or certainly by the inauguration of the new President in January, it is reasonably certain that even these dog and pony shows staged by the Immigration department will quietly cease. Ironically, even these token raids have a strong deterrent effect on illegal immigration, The illegals are fleeing states like Arizona and Oklahoma, where the state government is making things a wee bit uncomfortable for them, and scurried over to Texas, which is still wide open, or in many cases they are actually moving back to Mexico, where they belong.

White Americans have actually gained a little bit of ground over the past year of the so-called “crackdown,” but after November it’s all going to be lost again because of our inability to select decent Presidential candidates and run an honest nationwide election that does not result in either a senile old whore for special interests or a quota-hire minority entering the Oval Office. We had about 20 million illegals invading the US while Bush Junior was in office –bombing other countries while he left our southern border wide open. Who knows how much damage will be done in the next four years?

1st September 1939. Yet again we have reached the anniversary of the liberation of Poland from the hands of the communists. 1945 was only a set back. The treachery that is the internal Jew will one day answer for all their past crimes and lies. The beacon of National Socialism is still burning, ever brighter, within the NSM and we will once again bring freedom to our race and to all true patriots. September will always remain a turning point in our history. Sieg Heil!
AN HISTORICAL WITNESS

Hitler’s sister speaks out in defence of her brother

The following is a statement made by Paula Hitler in 1957, repeating her conviction expressed 12 years earlier following the death of her beloved brother. In it she addresses a new generation of German politicians and critics of the Führer, as she compares his greatness with their contemptible insignificance and unworthiness.

Gentlemen! Remember this: Your names will long be forgotten even before your bodies have rotted away in the Earth. But the name Adolf Hitler will still be a light in the darkness. You cannot murder him by drowning his memory in your vomit-buckets, and you cannot strangle him with your filthy, ink-stained fingers. His name exists forever in hundreds of thousands of souls. You are entirely too insignificant to even touch him.

He loved Germany; he lived for Germany. When he fought for honor and respect, he fought for German honor, for respect for Germany; and when there was nothing left, he gave his life for Germany.

What have you given thus far? Which one of you would give his life for Germany? The only things you care about are riches, power and never-ending luxurious living. When you think of Germany, you think of indulging your senses without responsibility, without cares.

Trust me on this: The Führer’s utter selflessness in word and deed alone guarantees his immortality. The fact that the bitter fight for Germany’s greatness was not crowned with success like, for example, Cromwell’s in Britain, has a lot to do with the mentality of the people involved. On the one hand, the Englishman’s character is essentially unfair, ruled by jealousy, self-importance and a lack of consideration. But he never forgets that he is an Englishman, loyal to his people and to his crown. On the other hand, the German, with his need for recognition, is never first and foremost a German.

Therefore it doesn't matter to you, you insignificant creatures, if you destroy the entire nation. The only thought that guides you will always be: Me first Me second you will never think of the welfare of the nation. And with such a pitiful philosophy you wish to prevent the immortality of a giant?

What I wrote down immediately after the war has proven to be correct. That my convictions are true is evident, even as late as 1957.

PAULA HITLER
Berchtesgaden, 1st May 1957

On the 16th August NSM Missouri held a Memorial to a true hero, Rudolf Hess. The toast was given by SS Sgt Boswell. As was agreed by all present, we must never allow the memory of this great man fade. Rudolf Hess was a true martyr who gave his whole life for the Aryan Folk and their wellbeing.

Let us never forget.